
Heroes and Rallies Baseball 
 

 
Setup 
Pick two teams to go head to head, and fill out your lineups on the scoresheet. Each team receives 8 skill 
assignments to give to individual players. All of the skill assignments listed below must be used within your 

starting lineup for a total of 8. A player may possess two assignments if you wish. Rate your lineup by 

placing the appropriate notation beside a player’s name on the scoresheet. 

 

1) star hitter (H) 

2) star slugger (S) 
3) star runner (R) 

4) star fielder (F) 

5) poor hitter (H-) 

6) weak hitter (S-) 

7) slow runner (R-) 
8) poor fielder (F-) 

 

Once a player has a skill assignment, he cannot transfer it to another player. There is one additional skill 

assignment available for an ace pitcher (X). You may, however, choose not to start one.  

 

Make any pitcher a poor hitter as well (H-), so there will be two poor hitters if a pitcher is in the lineup. 
 

 

Game Play 
Roll the dice for each player who comes up to bat, reading the colored die first and the white die second.  

 

If a result occurs on the Batting chart which displays an image of a ballplayer, the inning is considered 
finished with no further scoring. Draw an X in the box on the scoresheet representing the current hitter’s 

at-bat. When his team next comes up to bat, the next player in the  lineup will hit. 

 

If the color of a chart result corresponds to the color of the skill assignment of the player who is currently up 

to bat, the result changes to the one shown on the bottom of the Batting chart. For example, if the star 
slugger is up and the dice number he rolls corresponds to a blue result, switch the result to a homerun! An 

ACE pitcher also changes results—in fact, an ACE pitcher’s effect on the play (a strikeout) always supersedes 

all others. 

 

To see which fielder or area a batted ball goes to when it is not specified, check the Direction charts at the 

bottom of the scoresheet. X out each result in order as they are used. A batting result followed by a + means 
you should skip over one box this time; a batting result followed by a ++ means you should skip over two 

boxes this time. 

 

On RARE PLAY results, roll the dice again and consult the RARE PLAY #1 chart. On ERROR results, roll 

again and consult the ERROR chart on the right side of the Batting chart. 

 
If a CHANCE result occurs, you must choose whether to have the lead runner try to take an extra base on a 

single or double, or tag and advance to 3rd or home on a fly out. Roll the dice again and consult the Chance 

chart. 

 



If the word endurance appears after a chart result, a starting pitcher is now said to be tired or ineffective if, 

before the current batter, he had already given up 4 runs (earned or unearned) or pitched 8 innings. Place an 

E beside a pitcher’s name on the scoresheet when his endurance limit has been reached. 
A relief pitcher who gets an endurance result is tired/ineffective after giving up 2 runs or pitching 4 

innings. 

An ace reliever who gets an endurance result is tired/ineffective after giving up 1 run or pitching 2 

innings.  

A tired or ineffective pitcher gives up a base-clearing double on any ballplayer image result shown on 

the Batting chart! 
 

 

Team Ratings 
If one team won 8-14 games more than another during the regular season, they get an extra STAR HITTER in 

their lineup. 

 
If one team won 15 or more games more than another during the regular season, they get an extra STAR 

HITTER in their lineup and the opponent must replace their own STAR HITTER with a POOR HITTER. 

 

In addition, use the chart below to determine a team’s ability to use an Ace starter or reliever.  

 

 The team should start an Ace 
pitcher…. 

The team should have one (and only one) 
Ace reliever available…. 

team won 100+ games 
during the year 

No more than once every 3 games No more than 3 out of every 4 games 

team won 90-99 games 
during the year 

No more than once every 4 games No more than every other game 

team won 80-89 games 
during the year 

No more than once every 5 games No more than once every 3 games 

team won 70-79 games 
during the year 

No more than once every 6 games No more than once every 4 games 

team won less than 70 
games during the year 

No more than once every 7 games No more than once every 5 games 

 
Strategy 
Consult the proper action charts to bunt or steal. Issue intentional walks as you see fit. Change pitchers 

whenever you like, but one and only one reliever per game may be considered an ace. 

 
Make other lineup substitutions as you like, but any player who comes into the game must be assigned a 

negative skill assignment of your choice (H-, S-, R-, F-.)  

 

 

ERROR chart results 
OF S+E(1)  Single to the outfield plus an error, batter to second, others advance 2 bases. 
OF S+E(2)  Single to the outfield plus an error, batter to third, others score. 
OF E(1)  Error on outfielder, batter to first, others advance 1 base. 
OF E(2)  Error on outfielder, batter to second, others advance 2 bases. 
IF TE (1)  Throwing error on infielder, batter to first, others advance 1 base. 

IF TE (2)  Throwing error on infielder, batter to second, others advance 2 bases. 
IF S+TE(1) Infield single plus throwing error on infielder, batter to second, others advance 

2 bases. 
IF MG (1)  Muffed grounder, batter to first, others advance 1 base. 
IF MG (2)  Muffed grounder, batter to second, others advance 2 bases. 

 
 

All other rules and strategies are covered on the charts. Play ball! 
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teams 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 x x x x x x x  

                  

                  
 

visitors 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              
home 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              
 

Pitchers 
      

      

 
 

Singles, doubles, triples, and homeruns  LF CF RF LCF RF LF RCF RF CF 

LF LFC RCF RF LF LF RFC CF RF LF CF RF CF LF LF 

RF RF RCF LF LCF CF RF LF CF RF RFC CF LF RF LFC 

Others: Balls hit to outfield  CF LF RF LCF CF CF RCF RF LF RF LF 

LFC LCF CF RFC RF RCF CF LF LCF RCF RF LCF CF RFC LFC 

Others: Balls hit to infield  SS 2B 3B 1B P SS 1B SS 3B 2B P 

3B SS SS C 1B SS SS 2B 1B SS 3B 2B P SS 1B 

RFC/LFC: right field corner, left field corner       RCF/LCF: right center, left center 



# Batting Chart Errors 

11 ERROR! OF S+E(1) + 

12 SINGLE, runners advance 2 bases!                                                   endurance OF S+E(1) 

13 RARE PLAY! OF S+E(1) 

14 WALK! OF E(2) 

15 SINGLE, runners advance 1 base! OF S+E(2) 

16 TRIPLE (***vs. ACE: Strikeout!***) OF S+E(1) + 

21 OUT! Runners do not advance! OF E(1) + 

22 WALK!                                                                                                    endurance IF TE (2) + 

23 

 

IF TE (2) 

24 IF TE (2) 

25 IF TE (1) 

26 IF TE (1) 

31 INFIELD SINGLE! IF TE (1) + 

32 SINGLE – CHANCE! + IF TE (1) ++ 

33 DOUBLE, bases cleared!                                                                      endurance IF S+TE(1) + 

34 SINGLE, runners advance 2 bases! (***vs. ACE: Strikeout!***) IF S+TE(1) + 

35 WALK!  

If he’s not a star player, the next batter automatically rolls a RARE PLAY result! 

IF MG (1) + 

36 OUT! Double play if possible, force at 2nd & out at first, others advance 1 base!  

OR a runner on 3rd is out at home, batter and others are safe advancing. 

IF MG (1)  

41 DOUBLE, runners advance 2 bases! (*** vs. ACE: Strikeout!***) IF MG (1) 

42 SINGLE, runners advance 2 bases!                                                    endurance IF MG (1) 

43 

 

IF MG (1) 

44 IF MG (1) + 

45 IF MG (1) ++ 

46 IF MG (1) + 

51 SINGLE, runners advance 1 base!  (***vs. ACE: Strikeout!***) IF MG (1) 

52 OUT! Runners advance 1 base! IF MG (1) 

53 SINGLE, runners advance 2 bases! ++ IF MG (1) 

54 DOUBLE – CHANCE!    (A pitcher at bat strikes out!)                       endurance                                                                                                                                                        IF MG (1) 

55 SINGLE, runners advance 1 base! IF MG (1) 

56 SINGLE, runners advance 2 bases! IF MG (2) 

61 SINGLE – CHANCE! IF MG (1) + 

62 

 

Star fielder 

makes a 

great play, 

OUT, no one 

advances! 

63 

64 

65 

66 HOMERUN!    (A pitcher at bat strikes out!)                                       endurance                                                                                   

 

Star hitter SINGLE, runners advance 2 bases!  (#36: A DOUBLE clears the bases!) 

Poor hitter Strikeout! 

Star slugger HOMERUN! 

Weak hitter Single, runners advance 1 base! (Homerun stands if team is behind by 3 or more!) 

Star runner Batter steals second base if it’s open! 

Slow runner DOUBLE, runners advance 2 bases! 

Star fielder If the ball goes to a star fielder, he turns it into a double play, 2nd to 1st, runners 

advance, OR the lead runner is tagged out, others advance. With no one on, he throws 

to first for the out. On a fly ball, the batter is OUT, runners hold. 
 
 



 

* CHANCE *                                  

 

Runners may not try for an extra 

base on an error. Runners behind 

the lead runner advance behind 

him on outfielder throws only 

when dictated on the chart. 

2 
Runner caught in a rundown! Roll again.  

2-9  he’s tagged out,  10-12 he advances to the next base safely! 

3 

Runner is thrown OUT by a mile! Runners move up behind him!  

What a throw!  

(Poor fielder: SAFE!) 

4 
Runner OUT! 

(Star runner is SAFE!) 

5 
Runner is SAFE unless trying to advance on any ball hit to left field, in which case he's OUT!   

(Star fielder: he’s OUT!) 

6 
Runner is SAFE on an incredibly close play! Other runners move up behind him!   

(Slow runner is OUT!)  

7 Runner is SAFE! The runner just beats a good throw! (Slow runner is OUT!) Runners move up behind him. 

8 
Runner is OUT unless trying to advance on any ball hit to right, in which case he's SAFE!  

(Poor fielder: SAFE in any case!) 

9 Runner is OUT on an incredibly close play! Runners move up behind him!  (Star runner is SAFE!) 

10 Runner is SAFE, but the runner behind him is thrown OUT trying to move up behind him! 

11 
The ball is thrown away! Runner is safe, advances one more base on the error, others move up behind him!  

(Star fielder: he’s OUT!) 

12 
Runner is SAFE, the fielder loses the ball on contact from the runner! Other runners move up behind him! 

(Slow runner is OUT!) 

 

STOLEN BASE attempts of  

2nd and 3rd 

SACRIFICE BUNT attempts 

2 

Ball thrown away! Runner safe, advances one 

more base on the error, others move up 

behind him!  

2 Batter pops out, lead runner is doubled off base! 

3 
Runner picked off base, he's OUT!  

 
3 

DOUBLE PLAY, runner out at 2nd, batter out at 1st, 

others advance! (No force situation: lead runner tagged 

out, batter safe at 1st, others advance!) 

4 

Runner OUT! Great throw!  

(Catcher is poor fielder: SAFE!) 

 

4 

Consult ERROR table! (Any outfield error instead 

becomes a muffed grounder by the third baseman, batter 

safe at 1st, others advance.) 

5 Runner SAFE! That's a bad call!  5 

Good bunt, batter out at 1st by inches, others advance! 

(SQUEEZE PLAY: Runner on 3rd out at home in a 

collision and a cloud of dust, batter safe at 1st, others 

advance!)   

6 
Runner SAFE by a mile!  

(Catcher is star fielder: he’s OUT!)  
6 

Good bunt, batter out at 1st, others advance!  

(Star fielder: lead runner is thrown out, batter safe!) 

7 Runner SAFE!  (Slow runner is OUT!) 7 Terrific bunt, batter out at 1st, others advance!  

8 Runner SAFE on an incredibly close play!  8 

Good bunt, batter out at 1st by inches, others advance! 

(SQUEEZE PLAY: Everyone's safe, the throw home is 

late!) 

9 Runner OUT! (Star runner is SAFE!) 9 Infield SINGLE!  (Slow runner: use #10) 

10 Runner OUT on an incredibly close play!    10 Runner thrown out at lead base, batter safe at first! 

11 
Runner caught in a rundown! Roll again.  

2-9  he’s tagged out,  10-12 he advances to the next 

base safely! 
11 

Batter pops out!  

(Poor fielder: Out at first, others advance.) 

12 
Runner is safe stealing but he over-slides the 

base and is tagged out!  
12 

Batter strikes out! (SQUEEZE PLAY: Strikeout and 

runner on third is OUT at home, double play!) 

  

 STEALING HOME   2–3) The runner is SAFE!!    4–8) The runner is OUT!   9-12) Star runner only is safe!  
                  There is one big advantage to trying to steal home. Regardless of the outcome,  

                   it saps the relief pitcher's stamina totally and he must be removed from the game!  

                     (Relievers only.) 
 



 

RARE PLAYS! Chart #1 
11 Wild pitch, runners advance one base! (No one on base: use #22)   

STAR HITTER: 

DOUBLE, everyone scores! 
12 Wild pitch, runners advance one base! (No one on base: use #32) 

13 Wild pitch, runners advance one base! (No one on base: use #33) 

14 Wild pitch, runners advance one base! (No one on base: use #42) 

15 Wild pitch, runners advance one base! (No one on base: use #43) 

16 Wild pitch, runners advance one base! (No one on base: use #46) 

21 Wild pitch, runners advance two bases! (No one on base: use #41) 

22 Batter hit in the hip by the pitch, takes first! 
STAR HITTER: 

Batter knocks the first pitch for a 

HOMERUN!! 

23 Batter hit in the side by the pitch, takes first! 

24 Batter hit in the elbow by the pitch, takes first! 

25 Batter hit on the foot by the pitch, takes first! 

26 Batter hit on the arm by the pitch, takes first! 

31 Batter hit on the shoulder by the pitch, takes first! 

32 Batter drops a perfect bunt for an infield SINGLE! Runners advance one base! 

33 Ground rule DOUBLE over the wall, runners advance 2 bases! 

34 Ground rule DOUBLE, ball is picked up by a fan, runners advance 2 bases! 

35 Passed ball, runners advance one base! (No one on: use #24) 

36 Passed ball, runners advance one base! (No one on: use #23) 

41 

Amazing diving stop by an infielder on a ground ball, double play, runner out at 2nd, 

batter out at 1st, others advance! (No one on, or no force play opportunity: play is to first 

base.) 

 

 

 

STAR HITTER: 

Batter knocks a 

3-2 pitch for a 

HOMERUN!! 

42 Fantastic leaping catch of a line drive by an infielder, batter out! 

43 A great diving catch of a line drive by an infielder, batter out! 

44 
Infielder charges in for a little tap, spears it with one hand, throws the batter out at 

first, runners advance!  

45 
Line drive is caught by infielder, and the lead runner is doubled off base! (No one on: 

use #33) 

46 
Terrific sliding catch by an outfielder on a fly ball! Runners on 2nd and 3rd tag and 

advance. 

51 
Superb running catch by an outfielder on a fly ball! Runners on 2nd and 3rd tag and 

advance. 

52 
Leaping catch by an outfielder steals a homerun! Runners on 2nd and 3rd tag and 

advance. 

53 Acrobatic diving catch by an outfielder on a fly ball! Runners on 2nd and 3rd tag and advance. 

54 Fantastic diving stop on a ground ball by an infielder! Batter out at 1st, others advance. 

55 Roll again and use Rare Play Chart #2 

56 Roll again and use Rare Play Chart #2 

61 Roll again and use Rare Play Chart #3 

62 Roll again and use Rare Play Chart #3 

63 Roll again and use Rare Play Chart #4 

64 Roll again and use Rare Play Chart #4 

65 Roll again and use Rare Play Chart #5 

66 Roll again and use Rare Play Chart #5 
 

RARE PLAYS! Chart #2 

11 
TRIPLE, the throw to third to try to get the runner is wild! He scampers toward home plate, SAFE on a new roll 

of 11-36, OUT on a new roll of 41-66! 

12 
Batter is hit in the head by a pitch and rushes the mound!  He is restrained and the pitcher is thrown out of the 

game! 

13 
Batter rips a line drive back to the mound and the pitcher reacts on pure instinct, holding up his glove, and he 

makes the catch! The batter is out! 

14 Fly ball is dropped! It's a three base error!  

15 

Long fly ball drops, that's going to clear the bases! The throw to 3rd is not in time, batter safe—but he overslides 

the bag and is tagged out! The underdog's manager comes out to argue the call! It’s held up on a new roll of 11-46, 

but reversed on a new roll of 51-66! 



16 
SINGLE, but the batter rounds first, and he's going for two! He is SAFE on a new roll of 11-36, OUT on a new roll 

of 41-66, other runners advance 2 bases.  

21 
Ground ball...oh, it's a poor throw to first, batter heads for second base! He’s SAFE on a new roll of 11-36, OUT on 

a new roll of 41-66! Runners advance two bases.  

22 Ball knocked to the right field corner, it hits the foul line, that's a double, everyone scores!  

23 
Batter taps a dead ball toward third, the third baseman watches it roll....it looks like it might be a fair ball....on a 

new roll of 11-36, it’s foul, but on a new roll of 41-66, it’s fair and an infield SINGLE! Runners advance! 

24 Infielder makes a miracle diving catch on a line drive!     
 

25 

MEN ON FIRST AND SECOND AND NO ONE OUT or BASES LOADED and NO ONE OUT: TRIPLE PLAY! 

Ground ball is turned beautifully!  

OTHERWISE: Batter hit by pitch...but the umpire rules that ball was in the strike zone and he's out instead! 

26 Ground ball goes between the infielder’s legs! ERROR, runners advance one base!     

31 
Catcher drops a third strike, throws to first! The batter is SAFE on a new roll of 11-16, OUT on a new roll of 21-

66. Others advance one base.  

32 Fly ball, outfielder bobbles it but makes the catch! Runners hold.    

33 

Ball ripped to the first baseman, who dives and makes the stop! He flips the ball with his mitt to the pitcher 

covering, and they get the runner out by a half step! (MAN ON 3RD: First baseman throws home and somehow 

gets the runner out! Batter safe at first, others advance.) 

34 DOUBLE, the ball is misplayed and the batter goes to third on the error!     

35 
Dribbler tapped along the first base line, pitcher dashes over, slides for it, comes up with it and flails out with his 

mitt, tagging the runner out! Runners advance.  

36 
Pop fly into shallow territory, the shortstop and the left fielder converge—it drops between them for a single! Oh, 

bad communication, and the runners advance two bases!     

41 
Fly ball into the right field corner, the right fielder chases it down and leaps to make the catch, snatching it away 

from the fans! Runners on 2nd and 3rd tag and advance! 

42 

Ball popped into shallow right, the right fielder and the second baseman converge....it drops between them, there 

was an error in communication and neither one reaches out for the ball! Batter to first base, others advance one—

-unless there are two out, in which case batter goes to second and everyone scores!      

43 
Shallow fly ball, outfielder coming in hard,  dives....he caught it! On a new roll of 11-36 the lead runner is doubled 

off, thinking the ball dropped in! Double play! 

44 
Ground ball up the middle, the second baseman backhands it and has to fling it to the shortstop so he can make 

the play to first....but the throw is a split second too late, batter safe at 1st, others advance one!   

45 Infielder makes a great diving stop, but throws the ball away! Error, batter goes to second, others advance two!     

46 
Deep fly ball, outfielder goes back to the wall, leaps—and steals a homerun!! Batter out, runners on 1st, 2nd and 

3rd advance!  

51 
High fly ball to left, it's drifting toward the corner....and it is...into the first row in the very corner! A short 

homerun, so close to just being a routine fly ball!  

52 Pop foul ball, first baseman follows it, nears the stands, and he catches the ball as he falls into them! Amazing! 

53 
RUNNER ON 2nd BASE, or 1st AND 2nd: The runner on second steals third and he is SAFE!! Oh, a close call! 

OTHERWISE: The pitcher uncorks a crazy wild pitch four feet over the batter's head, runners advance 2 bases! 

54 With two strikes, the batter tries a surprise bunt and misses! Out on strikes! 

55 
Batter knocks a single but he gets caught in a long rundown going for two! Roll again.   

11-56  he’s tagged out,  61-66 he advances to the second safely! Other runners advance 2 bases! 

56 Ball ripped to short....the shortstop leaps and makes a fantastic catch! Batter out. 

61 
Batter hit by the pitch and he takes first base! The pitcher then tries to pick him off, but the throw hits him in the 

back and he moves to second base on the error, runners advance one base!      

62 
The lead runner on base is picked off! (BASES EMPTY: An infield fly is almost dropped by the shortstop when he 

collides with the third baseman but he holds on! 

63 
Lead runner on 1st or 2nd steals safely! (NO ONE ON or RUNNER on 3rd: The batter strikes out and the bat 

goes sailing over the infield! 

64 
Batter hits a high chopper, he is safe at first, but it is ruled that he ran outside of the base line! He's called out, 

runners advance one base.  

65 The catcher chases down a pop foul and makes a sliding catch for the out! 

66 

FORCE PLAY AT SECOND: Ground ball to short, shortstop tosses it to second for the force out and has his legs 

brutally taken out from under him with a hard slide, oh, that looked completely unnecessary! Batter safe at first 

on the fielder's choice!  

NO FORCE PLAY AT SECOND: Ground ball to short, the throw pulls the first baseman off the bag and he 

collides hard with the base runner! But he manages to hold on and tag the man out! Others advance one base!  



 

RARE PLAYS! Chart #3 
11 Batter strokes a long fly ball off the wall! It’s fielded cleanly, he’s digging for second….and he’s thrown out! The 

bases are cleared but he’s gunned down! 

12 The batter takes first base on catcher’s interference!  

13 The pitcher is called for a balk! Runners advance! (No one on base: use #16) 

14 The pitcher is called for a balk! Runners advance! (No one on base: use #65) 

15 The pitcher is called for a balk! Runners advance! Not a good call at all! (No one on base: use #54) 

16 Line drive to the infield is caught and the lead runner is doubled off base! (No one on base: use #56) 

21 Line drive to the infield is caught and the lead runner is doubled off base! (No one on base: use #35) 

22 Line drive off the pitcher’s leg! It rolls right to the first baseman who touches the bag for the out. Runners 

advance. 

23 The batter lays down a surprise bunt…but he pops it up for an easy out. 

24 The pitch is outside for a ball….and the manager is ejected for harassing the umpire!  

25 Ball is hit up the middle and strikes the second base umpire! It’s a dead ball, batter takes first, others advance! 

26 The ball is smashed on the ground and it hits the lead runner, he’s out! Others hold unless forced onward. (No 

one on base: use #36.) 

31 The batter strikes out…and the catcher picks the lead runner off base! (No one on: use #11.) 

32 Runner on first is picked off base! (No one on first: use #44.) 

33 Pitcher throws to the lead base to pick the runner off and misses! Everyone advances a base! (No one on: use #56) 

34 Pop up to the right side…it falls between the second baseman and right fielder, a whopping miscommunication! 

Single, runners advance one base (two bases if there are two outs)! 

35 Third baseman dives into the stands to catch a foul ball, batter out! 

36 First baseman dives into the stands to catch a foul ball, batter out! (Tie game: runners on 2nd and 3rd move up!) 

41 
Pop foul ball down the third base line….the third baseman reaches for it, but it’s slapped out of his glove by a fan! 

The umpire rules the batter out! 

42 
SINGLE to right, the lead runner is thrown out going for two, and the batter is thrown out trying for second, 

double play! (No one on 1st or 2nd: use #53) 

43 
Batter is hit in the head by a pitch and rushes the mound! Oh, a melee ensues, punches are thrown everywhere! 

The batter and pitcher are ejected from the game! The game resumes after a twenty minute delay! 

44 
Batter rips a shot past a diving first baseman, it's going into the corner for extra bases, at least a triple and 

maybe more....oh, a fan scoops the ball up, it's just a ground rule double, runners advance only 2 bases!    

45 
Long fly ball over the outfielder's head for extra bases! The bases are cleared, but the runner is caught in a 

rundown between second and third and tagged out. 

46 
Batter strikes out—if a runner is on 1st or 2nd and the next base is open, the runner breaks for the next base, the 

throw is wild, the runner is safe and he's charging for another base, here's the throw....(11-46 SAFE,  51-66 OUT).      

51 
Ball lined to right field, and the runner is gunned down at first by the right fielder! What a play! Runners 

advance one base. 

52 
Short fly ball, the outfielder dives for it, but can't come up with it! It's a SINGLE, all runners advance one base 

unless there are 2 outs, in which case they go two!     

53 
Ball drilled, it hits the wall on the fly, fielded cleanly and the batter must hold with a SINGLE, all runners 

advance two bases! 

54 
Batter loops a dying quail behind first, the first baseman leaps but can't get it, it's a SINGLE, all runners 

advance two bases!      

55 Batter fails to run out a slow roller along the third base line, thinking it's foul, he's thrown out at first, others 

advance! 

56 Batter drops a beautiful bunt along the third base line, safe at 1st, no throw, others advance! 

61 Pop fly ball to shallow left, the left fielder and shortstop collide but the shortstop catches it! Runners hold! 

62 Catcher drops a third strike, throws to first, not in time, batter safe on error, others advance one base!    

63 Fly ball to left, left fielder dives and makes an incredible catch near foul territory! Runners must hold! 

64 
Long fly ball, outfielder going back, back, he jumps—he gets the ball on the mitt but the collision with the wall 

pops it out and over for a HOMERUN!     

65 
Deep fly ball, the outfielder leaps at the wall and blocks a homerun, unable to make the catch but picking the ball 

up quickly and holding the batter to a double! Runners advance two bases! 

66 

Line drive to right field, DOUBLE, right fielder throws to third to try to nab the runner trying to stretch it into a 

triple—he throws wide! The ball rolls toward the dugout, the third baseman fires home—-there’s a tremendous 

collision at home, but is the runner safe or out? (New roll of 11-36 SAFE, new roll of 41-66 OUT.)  



 

RARE PLAYS! Chart #4 

11 
Deep fly ball, the outfielder goes back but can’t get a read on it, it turns him around and it’s going to fall in! It’ll be 

a long DOUBLE, the bases are cleared! 

12 
Pop foul ball, third baseman follows it, nears the dugout, and he catches the ball as he tumbles down the steps! 

Amazing! 

13 The pitch is outside for a ball....everyone on base STEALS successfully!  (No one on: use #11) 

14 
High pop foul just behind first, the first baseman and the catcher converge....they collide but the catcher comes up 

with it, batter out! 

15 
Ground ball to the second baseman, he loses the handle, tries to make a desperate throw, the first baseman has to 

make a great stab to come up with it, batter safe on the error! Others advance one base. 
 

16 
SINGLE into center field! Runners should go two but the lead runner trips and all runners can go only one base! 

(No one on: use #21) 

21 Infielder drops an infield fly! Batter to second, others advance two bases!   

22 Batter hits a soft liner over infielder’s head, he leaps and makes a fantastic catch! 

23 
Runner on 1st or 2nd steals, a surprised catcher can make no throw! (NO ONE ON or RUNNER on 3rd: Batter 

dives out of the way of a crazy off-target fastball! He gets up, dusts himself off, and they’ll go again!) 

24 
Ball ripped to first.....the first baseman makes a diving stop on the foul line, batter out on the line drive! Others 

hold. 

25 Fly ball to right field....the right fielder drops it! It rolls to the wall, that's a three base error! 

26 
The lead runner is picked off base! (No one on: The batter swings at three straight pitches in the dirt and strikes 

out, a terrible at-bat!) 

31 
CRACK! Batter absolutely KILLS the ball to center field, he just stands and watches it go, that one is WAY into 

the upper deck!!! A long, long homerun! 

32 
Deep fly ball, the outfielder makes a running catch and slams into the wall! Runners on 2nd and 3rd tag and 

advance! 

33 
Ball knocked back up the middle for a hit....oh no, it hits second base and rebounds into the shortstop's glove! He 

throws the runner out at 1st! Others advance. 

34 Fly ball, fairly deep—-the center fielder and right fielder collide! The batter goes all the way to third with a triple!     

35 
Sharp ground ball, an amazing diving stop by the shortstop! Runner on 1st is out at 2nd, batter out at 1st for a 

double play, others advance! (No force play: batter out at first only) 

36 
Ball ripped to third base, the third baseman spears it, but loses the handle when he tries to throw! No play, batter 

safe at first, others advance one base!     

41 
Fly ball to the gap in right, the center fielder dives—and he catches it! What a play!! Runners on 1st, 2nd and 3rd 

advance! 

42 
Sharp line drive to the infield….infielder dives, comes up with it, throws…and the batter is safe by an inch! 

Others advance! 

43 
Pitcher tries to pick off the lead runner….the ball hits him and sails off! The runner advances, all other runners do 

as well! (No one on: use #31) 

44 The batter clouts a long, long fly ball into the left field corner…inches foul! He missed a homerun by an eyelash! 

45 
The batter legs out a ball hit to the gap and winds up with a double out of pure hustle! Runners advance two 

bases! 

46 
The batter is hit by the pitch, that was obviously intentional…and both benches clear! There’s some pushing and 

shoving but no ejections and peace is restored, but with a ten minute delay and a lot of bad blood established! 

51 Runner knocks a double into the corner, and he’s thrown out trying to stretch it into a triple! 

52 
Ball driven on the ground down the third base line, the third baseman knocks it down but it rolls away and the 

batter will wind up with a double! Others advance two bases. 

53 

There’s a long fly ball, it’s going, going….the outfielder jumps but can’t come down with it, it’s a homerun! He’s 

claiming fan interference, and it looks like he could have had that ball were it not for the fan’s reach! On a new 

roll of 11-36, the homerun is upheld, but on a new roll of 41-66, the batter must settle for a double, runners 

advance 2 bases. 

54 
The ball is hit long and deep…it’s off the top of the wall! The batter pulls into second with a double, having missed 

a homerun by inches! Others advance two bases. 

55 
There’s a high chopper toward first…the pitcher gets to it, reaches out to tag the runner…but the runner evades 

the tag brilliantly and slides into first safely! Others advance one base. 

56 
Shortstop chases a ground ball down, turns and throws acrobatically in the air, and he gets the runner by a hair! 

Others advance. 



61 
Ground ball, the ball is fielded cleanly…but the infielder can’t get the ball out of his mitt! Batter safe at first, 

others advance! 

62 Fly out, the lead runner tags and advances…but the umpire rules that he left too early and he’s called out! 

63 Lead runner is picked off base! (No one on: Batter strikes out after a 3-0 count!) 

64 Lead runner is picked off base! (No one on: Batter strikes out waving at three pitches!) 

65 Batter hits an inside the park HOMERUN!  

66 
Ball is blooped toward shallow right field…the second baseman makes a terrific leaping over-the-shoulder catch! 

Batter out, runners hold! 
 

RARE PLAYS! Chart #5 

11 
Batter knocks a double off the wall, everyone scores! He digs hard for second base, is safe sliding…but he 

overslides the bag and is tagged out!  

12 
The batter swings and knocks a broken bat ground ball to the infielder, who in evading the bat loses his sight of 

the ball, it gets past him for a single! Runners advance one base. 

13 The pitcher completely loses his grip on the ball and throws it behind the batter! Runners advance one base.  

14 

The batter swings and knocks a line drive right off the pitcher’s arm! The third baseman picks it up and throws 

him out! Runners advance one base. The pitcher gets a visit from the trainer and needs some warmup tosses, but 

he’s okay. 

15 
Long fly ball deep into the right field corner….the right fielder catches it and slams into the wall beside the 

stands, just barely holding on! Runners on 2nd and 3rd tag and advance. 

16 
Long fly ball into the left field corner, the left fielder slides beyond the foul line and makes a shoestring catch! 

Runners on 2nd and 3rd tag and advance. 

21 Shallow fly ball, the outfielder comes in on a dead run and makes a shoestring catch! Runners hold. 

22 
Pop fly ball in foul territory…the infielder backpedals frantically and trips! The ball drops for an error, but it’s 

foul! 

23 

The left fielder and center fielder collide on a fly ball but the left fielder hangs onto it! Runners on 2nd and 3rd tag 

and advance. On a new roll of 11-36, the left fielder is hurt and must leave the game, on a 41-66, it is the center 

fielder who is injured and must sit out. 

24 

The right fielder and center fielder collide on a fly ball but the right fielder hangs onto it! Runners on 2nd and 3rd 

tag and advance. On a new roll of 11-36, the right fielder is hurt and must leave the game, on a 41-66, it is the 

center fielder who is injured and must sit out. 

25 The batter is hit by the pitch and must leave the game with an injury! 

26 
The pitcher takes a line drive off his arm! The batter is safe with an infield single, runners advance, and the 

pitcher must leave the game with an injury! 

31 
The batter dribbles a ball toward first, the first baseman tosses it to the pitcher covering….the batter dives 

headlong into first but he’s out! He gets up limping and must leave the game with an injury! 

32 

MAN ON FIRST: Ground ball, the runner on 1st is out at 2nd and injures himself sliding, he must leave the game! 

Batter is safe at first. 

NO MAN ON FIRST: Batter drops a bunt but it’s popped toward third…the third baseman makes a diving catch! 

33 
Ground ball toward first, the first baseman throws behind the pitcher covering, it’s an error, the batter is safe at 

first and all others advance! 

34 
Beautiful diving stop of a ground ball by an infielder! Double play, runner on 1st out at 2nd, others advance, OR the 

lead runner is thrown out, batter and others are safe advancing. 

35 
Beautiful diving stop of a ground ball by an infielder! Double play, runner on 1st out at 2nd, others advance, OR the 

lead runner is thrown out, batter and others are safe advancing. 

36 
Beautiful diving stop of a ground ball by an infielder! Double play, runner on 1st out at 2nd, others advance, OR the 

lead runner is thrown out, batter and others are safe advancing. 

41 
Beautiful diving stop of a ground ball by an infielder! Double play, runner on 1st out at 2nd, others advance, OR the 

lead runner is thrown out, batter and others are safe advancing. 

42 
Rain delay! This one goes on for so long, both pitchers must come out of the game! (If the game is indoors, the 

visiting team’s pitcher is done for the night, having strained his arm.) 

43 The home team’s pitcher is done for the night, having strained his arm. 

44 

Runners advance after the batter takes a strike and the catcher’s return throw to the pitcher sails over his head! 

Error!  

NO ONE ON BASE: The batter takes first base on catcher’s interference! 

 



45 
The batter swings and bounces one right off the plate, it bounces so high the catcher has no chance to throw him 

out, it’s an infield single, everyone advances! 

46 The batter knocks a homerun off the left field foul pole! 

51 
There’s a high fly ball to right field, it’s deep…the outfielder, with his back to the wall, leaps but mis-times his 

jump badly and it’s a HOMERUN! 

52 
The batter tries to check his swing on strike two….he seems to get away with it but the third base ump calls him 

out! 

53 
The pitcher walks the batter and he’s incensed over what he thinks were two terrible calls on pitches over the 

plate! 

54 The batter takes strike three and is almost ejected for arguing. The replay shows it was a terrible call! 

55 

IF THE BATTING TEAM HAS HIT A HOMERUN DURING THE GAME: The pitcher delivers an obvious 

retaliatory beanball! Batter takes first! If any pitcher on the opposing team hits a batter after this, he is ejected! 

IF THE BATTING TEAM HAS NO HOMERUNS: The visiting team’s pitcher is done for the night, having 

strained his arm. 

56 

IF THE BATTING TEAM HAS HIT A HOMERUN DURING THE GAME: The pitcher delivers an obvious 

retaliatory beanball! Batter takes first! If any pitcher on the opposing team hits a batter after this, he is ejected! 

IF THE BATTING TEAM HAS NO HOMERUNS: The visiting team’s Star hitter is done for the night with an 

injury. 

61 The home team’s star slugger is done for the night with an injury. 

62 The visiting team’s star runner is done for the night with an injury. 

63 The pitcher falls behind with a 3-0 count, then baffles the hitter with three straight swinging strikes! Wow! 

64 The pitcher goes up 0-2 against the batter, then nibbles too much and walks him! Ouch! 

65 The batter swings at a terrible pitch in the dirt and strikes out! Catcher tags him with the ball. 

66 The batter swings and misses, strike three, but the pitch is wild and he reaches first safely! Others advance! 
 

 

 

 

 



 

2004 Boston Red Sox  

(98-64) 
 

C   Jason Varitek        

1B   Kevin Millar         

2B  Mark Bellhorn        

3B  Bill Mueller         

SS   Pokey Reese          

LF   Manny Ramirez        

CF  Johnny Damon         

RF   Gabe Kapler          

DH  David Ortiz          

SS     Orlando Cabrera      

3B    Kevin Youkilis       

C     Doug Mirabelli      

SS Nomar Garciaparra 

1B    David McCarty   

 

SP   Derek Lowe           

SP   Pedro Martinez       

SP   Curt Schilling       

SP   Tim Wakefield        

SP   Bronson Arroyo       

CL   Keith Foulke          

RP   Mike Timlin           

RP  Alan Embree           

RP   Curt Leskanic         

RP   Scott Williamson     

 

 

1998 New York Yankees 

(114-48) 
 

C   Jorge Posada         

1B  Tino Martinez        

2B   Chuck Knoblauch      

3B   Scott Brosius        

SS   Derek Jeter          

LF   Chad Curtis          

CF  Bernie Williams      

RF  Paul O'Neill         

DH  Darryl Strawberry    

LF    Tim Raines           

C     Joe Girardi          

SS     Luis Sojo            

DH    Chili Davis          

LF    Ricky Ledee          

     

SP  Andy Pettitte        

SP   David Cone           

SP  David Wells          

SP   Hideki Irabu         

SP   Orlando Hernandez    

CL   Mariano Rivera       

RP  Mike Stanton         

RP  Graeme Lloyd         

RP   Jeff Nelson          

RP   Darren Holmes 

 

1978 New York Yankees 

(100-63) 
 

C    Thurman Munson 

1B  Chris Chambliss      

2B   Willie Randolph      

3B  Graig Nettles        

SS   Bucky Dent           

LF   Lou Piniella         

CF  Mickey Rivers        

RF  Reggie Jackson       

DH   Cliff Johnson        

LF    Roy White            

SS     Fred Stanley         

1B   Jim Spencer          

CF     Paul Blair           

RF    Gary Thomasson       

 

SP   Ed Figueroa          

SP  Ron Guidry           

SP   Dick Tidrow          

SP   Jim Beattie          

SP   Catfish Hunter       

CL   Rich Gossage         

RP  Sparky Lyle          

RP   Ken Clay             

RP   Rawly Eastwick       

RP   Bob Kammeyer         

 

1975 Cincinnati Reds 

(108-54) 
               
C    Johnny Bench         

1B   Tony Perez           

2B  Joe Morgan           

3B  Pete Rose            

SS   Dave Concepcion      

LF   George Foster        

CF  Cesar Geronimo       

RF  Ken Griffey          

1B   Dan Driessen         

RF     Merv Rettenmund      

SS    Darrel Chaney        

C     Bill Plummer         

IF     Doug Flynn      

IF             Terry Crowley 

 

SP   Jack Billingham      

SP   Gary Nolan           

SP  Fred Norman          

SP   Pat Darcy            

SP  Don Gullett          

SP   Clay Kirby           

CL   Rawly Eastwick       

RP  Will McEnaney        

RP   Pedro Borbon         

RP   Clay Carroll       

 

 

1995 Atlanta Braves 

(90-54) 
 

C    Javy Lopez           

1B  Fred McGriff         

2B  Mark Lemke           

3B  Chipper Jones        

SS   Jeff Blauser         

LF  Ryan Klesko          

CF   Marquis Grissom      

RF  David Justice        

C     Charlie O'Brien      

SS     Rafael Belliard      

LF     Mike Kelly           

RF    Dwight Smith         

3B     Jose Oliva     

IF             Mike Mordecai       

 

SP  Steve Avery          

SP  Tom Glavine          

SP   John Smoltz          

SP   Greg Maddux          

SP  Kent Mercker         

CL   Mark Wohlers         

RP   Greg McMichael       

RP   Brad Clontz          

RP  Pedro Borbon         

RP   Steve Bedrosian      

 

 

1983 Baltimore Orioles 

(98-64) 
 

C    Rick Dempsey         

1B  Eddie Murray         

2B   Rich Dauer           

3B   Todd Cruz            

SS   Cal Ripken           

LF  John Lowenstein      

CF  Al Bumbry            

RF   Dan Ford             

DH  Ken Singleton        

CF    John Shelby          

OF     Gary Roenicke        

3B     Leo Hernandez        

RF    Jim Dwyer            

C    Joe Nolan            

     

SP  Scott McGregor       

SP   Storm Davis          

SP   Mike Boddicker       

SP   Dennis Martinez      

SP  Mike Flanagan        

CL  Tippy Martinez       

RP   Sammy Stewart        

RP   Tim Stoddard         

RP  Dan Morogiello       

RP   Don Welchel          
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2005 Chicago White Sox 

(99-63) 
 

C   A.J. Pierzynski      

1B   Paul Konerko         

2B   Tadahito Iguchi      

3B   Joe Crede            

SS   Juan Uribe           

LF  Scott Podsednik      

CF   Aaron Rowand         

RF   Jermaine Dye         

DH  Carl Everett         

3B    Pablo Ozuna          

IF    Timo Perez           

C     Chris Widger         

2B    Willie Harris        

DH     Frank Thomas         

 

SP  Mark Buehrle         

SP   Freddy Garcia        

SP   Jose Contreras       

SP   Jon Garland          

SP   Orlando Hernandez    

CL   Dustin Hermanson   

RP           Luis Vizcaino   

RP  Neal Cotts           

RP   Cliff Politte        

RP  Damaso Marte         

 

 

1984 Detroit Tigers  

(104-58) 
 

C    Lance Parrish        

1B  Dave Bergman         

2B  Lou Whitaker         

3B  Howard Johnson       

SS   Alan Trammell        

LF   Larry Herndon        

CF   Chet Lemon           

RF  Kirk Gibson          

DH  Darrell Evans        

IF    Barbaro Garbey       

IF    Tom Brookens         

OF   Ruppert Jones        

IF  Johnny Grubb         

IF   Marty Castillo       

 

SP   Jack Morris          

SP   Dan Petry            

SP   Milt Wilcox          

SP   Juan Berenguer       

SP   Dave Rozema          

CL  Willie Hernandez     

RP   Aurelio Lopez        

RP   Doug Bair            

RP  Sid Monge            

RP  Bill Scherrer        

 

 

2002 Anaheim Angels  

(99-63) 
 

C    Bengie Molina        

1B  Scott Spiezio        

2B  Adam Kennedy         

3B   Troy Glaus           

SS   David Eckstein       

LF  Garret Anderson      

CF Darin Erstad         

RF   Tim Salmon           

DH  Brad Fullmer         

OF   Orlando Palmeiro     

2B  Benji Gil            

DH   Shawn Wooten         

IF   Jose Nieves          

C Jorge Fabregas       

     

SP   Kevin Appier         

SP   Ramon Ortiz          

SP  Jarrod Washburn      

SP   Aaron Sele           

SP   John Lackey          

CL   Troy Percival        

RP   Ben Weber            

RP   Alan Levine          

RP   Brendan Donnelly     

RP  Scott Schoeneweis    

 

1988 Los Angeles Dodgers  

(94-67) 
 

C   Mike Scioscia        

1B  Franklin Stubbs      

2B   Steve Sax            

3B   Jeff Hamilton        

SS  Alfredo Griffin      

LF  Kirk Gibson          

CF  John Shelby          

RF   Mike Marshall        

SS    Dave Anderson        

OF  Mike Davis           

3B   Pedro Guerrero       

IF     Mickey Hatcher       

3B  Tracy Woodson    

C              Rick Dempsey     

     

SP   Orel Hershiser       

SP   Tim Leary            

SP   Tim Belcher          

SP  Fernando Valenzuela  

SP   Don Sutton           

CL   Jay Howell           

RP   Alejandro Pena       

RP  Jesse Orosco         

RP   Brian Holton         

RP   Tim Crews            

 

 

1991 Minnesota Twins  

(95-67) 
 

C    Brian Harper         

1B  Kent Hrbek           

2B   Chuck Knoblauch      

3B  Mike Pagliarulo      

SS   Greg Gagne           

LF  Dan Gladden          

CF   Kirby Puckett        

RF   Shane Mack           

DH  Chili Davis          

IF Gene Larkin          

IF Al Newman            

3B Scott Leius          

RF   Randy Bush     

RF Pedro Munoz       

     

SP   Jack Morris          

SP   Kevin Tapani         

SP   Scott Erickson       

SP  Allan Anderson       

SP  David West           

CL   Rick Aguilera        

RP   Steve Bedrosian      

RP   Terry Leach          

RP   Carl Willis          

RP  Mark Guthrie       

 

1986 New York Mets  

(108-54) 
 

C    Gary Carter          

1B  Keith Hernandez      

2B  Wally Backman        

3B   Ray Knight           

SS   Rafael Santana       

LF   George Foster        

CF  Lenny Dykstra        

RF  Darryl Strawberry    

OF    Mookie Wilson        

IF   Kevin Mitchell       

2B    Tim Teufel           

IF   Howard Johnson       

LF  Danny Heep           

C              Ed Hearn 

     

SP   Ron Darling          

SP   Dwight Gooden        

SP  Sid Fernandez        

SP  Bob Ojeda            

SP   Rick Aguilera        

CL   Roger McDowell       

RP  Jesse Orosco         

RP   Doug Sisk            

RP  Randy Niemann        

RP   Rick Anderson        
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1973 Oakland A’s  

(94-68) 

 

C    Ray Fosse            

1B   Gene Tenace          

2B   Dick Green           

3B   Sal Bando            

SS   Bert Campaneris      

LF   Joe Rudi             

CF  Billy North          

RF  Reggie Jackson       

DH   Deron Johnson        

IF  Angel Mangual        

2B  Ted Kubiak           

OF   Billy Conigliaro     

LF  Jesus Alou   

1B Mike Hegan         

 

SP  Ken Holtzman         

SP  Vida Blue            

SP   Catfish Hunter       

SP  Blue Moon Odom       

SP  Dave Hamilton        

CL   Rollie Fingers       

RP  Darold Knowles       

RP   Horacio Pina         

RP  Paul Lindblad        

RP    Glenn Abbott 

 

 

1980 Philadelphia Phillies  

(91-71) 

 

C    Bob Boone            

1B  Pete Rose            

2B   Manny Trillo         

3B   Mike Schmidt         

SS  Larry Bowa           

LF   Greg Luzinski        

CF   Garry Maddox         

RF  Bake McBride         

OF    Lonnie Smith         

C   Keith Moreland       

OF  Greg Gross           

IF  Del Unser            

IF Ramon Aviles   

3B            John Vukovich       

     

SP  Steve Carlton        

SP   Dick Ruthven           

SP   Bob Walk             

SP  Randy Lerch          

SP   Larry Christenson    

CL  Tug McGraw           

RP   Ron Reed             

RP   Dickie Noles         

RP    Kevin Saucier     

RP      Warren Brusstar         

 

1971 Pittsburgh Pirates  

(97-65) 

 

C    Manny Sanguillen     

1B   Bob Robertson        

2B   Dave Cash            

3B  Richie Hebner        

SS   Gene Alley           

LF  Willie Stargell      

CF  Al Oliver            

RF   Roberto Clemente     

RF Vic Davalillo        

CF Gene Clines          

SS  Jackie Hernandez     

2B  Bill Mazeroski   

3B Jose Pagan     

2B            Rennie Stennett 

     

SP   Steve Blass          

SP   Dock Ellis           

SP   Bob Johnson          

SP  Luke Walker          

SP   Bob Moose            

CL   Dave Giusti          

RP   Mudcat Grant         

RP  Bob Veale            

RP   Nelson Briles        

RP      Bob Miller           

 

1993 Toronto Blue Jays  

(95-67) 
 

C    Pat Borders          

1B  John Olerud          

2B  Roberto Alomar       

3B   Ed Sprague           

SS  Tony Fernandez       

LF   Rickey Henderson           

CF  Devon White          

RF   Joe Carter       

DH   Paul Molitor         

IF Darnell Coles        

OF  Turner Ward          

RF  Darrin Jackson  

SS Dick Schofield       

C  Randy Knorr          

  

SP   Juan Guzman          

SP   Pat Hentgen          

SP   Todd Stottlemyre     

SP   Jack Morris          

SP   Dave Stewart         

CL   Duane Ward           

RP   Mark Eichhorn        

RP   Mike Timlin          

RP  Tony Castillo        

RP     Danny Cox            

 

 

1970 Baltimore Orioles  

(108-54) 
 

C   Ellie Hendricks      

1B  Boog Powell          

2B   Davey Johnson        

3B   Brooks Robinson      

SS   Mark Belanger        

LF  Don Buford           

CF   Paul Blair           

RF   Frank Robinson       

OF     Merv Rettenmund      

C     Andy Etchebarren     

SS   Chico Salmon         

IF Terry Crowley  

IF Bobby Grich      

LF            Curt Motton  

 

SP  Mike Cuellar         

SP  Dave McNally         

SP   Jim Palmer           

SP   Tom Phoebus          

SP   Jim Hardin           

CL  Pete Richert         

RP   Eddie Watt           

RP   Dick Hall            

RP   Dave Leonhard        

RP     Marcelino Lopez      

 

1985 Kansas City Royals  

(91-71) 
 

C    Jim Sundberg         

1B   Steve Balboni        

2B   Frank White          

3B  George Brett         

SS   Onix Concepcion      

LF   Lonnie Smith         

CF  Willie Wilson        

RF   Darryl Motley        

DH   Hal McRae            

DH    Jorge Orta           

RF  Pat Sheridan         

OF    Lynn Jones 

C    John Wathan  

SS    Buddy Biancalana 

           

SP  Bud Black            

SP  Charlie Leibrandt    

SP  Danny Jackson        

SP   Bret Saberhagen      

SP   Mark Gubicza         

CL   Dan Quisenberry      

RP   Joe Beckwith         

RP  Mike Jones           

RP   Mike LaCoss          

RP      Steve Farr      
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1979 Pittsburgh Pirates  

(98-64) 

 

C   Ed Ott               

1B Willie Stargell      

2B   Phil Garner      

3B   Bill Madlock         

SS   Tim Foli             

LF   Bill Robinson        

CF  Omar Moreno          

RF  Dave Parker          

2B            Rennie Stennett         

IF   John Milner          

C   Steve Nicosia        

LF    Lee Lacy       

IF Dale Berra  

IF             Manny Sanguillen      

 

SP   Bert Blyleven        

SP  John Candelaria      

SP   Bruce Kison          

SP   Don Robinson         

SP  Jim Rooker           

CL   Kent Tekulve         

RP  Enrique Romo         

RP  Grant Jackson        

RP  Dave Roberts         

RP   Jim Bibby            

 

 

1989 Oakland A’s  

(99-63) 

 

C    Terry Steinbach      

1B   Mark McGwire         

2B  Tony Phillips        

3B   Carney Lansford      

SS   Mike Gallego         

LF   Rickey Henderson     

CF   Dave Henderson       

RF  Stan Javier           

DH  Dave Parker          

C  Ron Hassey           

SS   Walt Weiss           

RF   Jose Canseco         

LF Luis Polonia         

2B   Glenn Hubbard        

 

SP   Dave Stewart         

SP   Mike Moore           

SP   Bob Welch            

SP   Storm Davis          

SP  Curt Young           

CL   Dennis Eckersley     

RP  Rick Honeycutt       

RP   Gene Nelson          

RP   Todd Burns 

RP    Greg Cadaret 
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